NATURELINK PERTH
2019 SYMPOSIUM
Thursday, 04 July 2019
Murdoch University

SYMPOSIUM AGENDA
Aim
The aim of the Symposium is to provide a collaborative space to discuss and
coordinate efforts to enable nature sensitive urban design and nurture a biodiverse
and livable city in the Perth region.

Objectives
By the end of the Symposium, the participants will have:
Ø

Built positive and productive networks with other participants

Ø

Expanded their perspectives on the potential to integrate nature into the city

Ø

Identified specific opportunities for connecting people and nature in our built
environment

Ø

Identified specific barriers and practical opportunities for enhancing nature
and biodiversity connectivity in the Perth region,

Ø

Considered the next steps for a greater coordinated effort moving forward

Facilitation
NatureLink Perth is a hub to connect and coordinate a diverse array of stakeholders to
champion nature sensitive urban design and nurture a biodiverse and liveable city to the
benefit of people, the environment and the economy
The facilitation will be provided by the NatureLink Perth members in conjunction with Tuna
Blue Facilitation.
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Draft program
9.00 am

Welcome to Country
Opening TBC, Welcome and Introductions

9.50 am

Overview of the day
Inspire Presentations
A vision of Perth as a nature sensitive city: what is possible?
The challenge at hand and why we should care: Jane Chambers (MU)

10.30 am

•

•
11.00 am

Morning Tea
Panel Session

•

Panel discussion with representatives from

•

Nature: Richard Hobbs (UWA)

•

People: Carmen Lawrence (CCWC/UWA) Management: Tim McNaught (DFES)

•

Policy & Planning: Renata Zelinova (WALGA)

Development: Chris Green (UDIA)

Workshop Session
What are the critical challenges we must resolve collaboratively to enhance nature and biodiversity
connectivity in the Perth region?
12.30 pm

Open Space Market Stall Lunch
Individual information, discussion or immersion zones to expand perspectives
Picnic lunch provided at zones

2.00 pm

Check-In – capturing insights from the market stall discussions
Best Practice Case Study Presentations
(1) Cockburn Community Wildlife Corridor, (2) Saving an urban turtle from local extinction, (3) Smart
design of nature space for multiple use (4) Implementing biodiversity planning by a local council
Opportunities Workshop Session
What are the practical opportunities to enhance nature and biodiversity connectivity and how can we
work together to achieve them in the Perth region?

3.45 pm

Final Keynote and Messages
Next steps – How will we carry today’s message forward into action?
Moving forward in the light of the challenges of today: Tom Hatton (EPA)
The Voice of Youth

4.15 pm
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